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ABSTRACT- Data mining used to extract interesting

correlations, frequent patterns, associations among
sets of items in the transaction databases or other
data repositories. These rules are mostly used in
various areas such as telecommunication networks,
market and risk management, and inventory control
and so on. Wu et al. introduced the closer concept to
high utility item sets. They called the extracted item
sets as closed+ high utility item sets. Our approach
Research project selection is an important task for
government and private research funding agencies.
When a large number of research proposals are
received, it is common to group them according to
their similarities in research disciplines. To analyze
each concept at the sentence level, a new conceptbased frequency measure, called the conceptual
term frequency is proposed. To analyze each
concept at the document level, the concept based
term frequency , the number of occurrences of a
concept (word or phrase) c in the original document,
is calculated. To extract concepts that can
discriminate between documents, the concept-based
document frequency , the number of documents
containing concept , is calculated.
After the
research proposals are classified by the discipline
areas, the proposals in each discipline are clustered
using the text-mining technique. This step uses an
algorithm to cluster the feature vectors based on
similarities of research areas. The algorithm is a
typical unsupervised learning neural network model
that clusters input data with similarities. Finally
generate summary of research document using
generated cluster in each research area

I. INTRODUCTION
Text mining is a method that discovers interesting
information in text documents. It is a challenge to find
accurate feature in text documents to help users to find
what they want. Developing efficient feature extraction
algorithms is highly needed to deal with highdimensional data sets. Pattern mining techniques are
used for finding appropriate features in both relevant
and irrelevant documents. Pattern mining has been
extensively studied in data mining communities for
many years. This paper, discusses briefly five methods,
i.e Fuzzy self-constructing Feature Clustering method,
Effective Pattern Discovery Technique, Learning
Discriminative Phrase Pattern method, low-rank shared
concept method, relevant feature discovery model. The
text classification is dimensionality of feature vector
which is usually huge. Therefore, developing efficient
feature extraction algorithms is highly needed to deal
with high-dimensional data sets.
II. RELATED WORK:
Many text mining methods has been implemented over
the last decades. There are different methodologies that
are implemented for mining text document i.e Conceptbased mining model, Text-driven D-matrix method,
Ontology based Text Mining Method, PPSGEN method
and Varifocal Reader method. Concept-based mining
model consists of sentence-based concept analysis,
document-based
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as depicted in Fig. 1
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Yao et al. proposed a mathematical model of utility
mining by generalizing the share-confidence model. As
utility mining does not fulfill the downward closure
property, Liu et al. [11] proposed the two phase
algorithm that uses the transaction-weighted downward
closure property to prune the candidate high utility
itemsets in the first phase and then all the complete sets
of high utility itemsets are obtained in the second phase.
To reduce the number of candidate itemsets in the first
phase, Li et al. [10] also proposed an isolated items
discarding strategy (IIDS) to the level-wise utility
mining method. IIDS Discard isolated items and their
actual utilities from transactions and transaction utilities
of the database.
III. PRAPOSE WORK

In FIM, to reduce the computational cost of the mining
task and present fewer but more important patterns to
users, many studies focused on developing concise
representations, such as free sets , non-derivable sets ,
maximal item sets and closed item sets. These
representations successfully reduce the number of item
sets found, but they are developed for FIM instead of
HUI mining. Frequent item set mining approach may
not always satisfy a sales manager’s goal. Because a
retail businessman may be interested in identifying its
most valuable customers (customers who contribute a
major fraction of the profits to the business). The
limitations of frequent item set mining motivated
researchers

A) Input The Research Base Paper Collection from
User.
Research project selection is an important task for
government and private research funding agencies.
When a large number of research proposals are
received, it is common to group them according to their
similarities in research disciplines. Funding agencies
such as the NSFC maintain a directory of discipline
areas that form a tree structure. As a domain ontology ,
a research ontology is a public concept set of the
research project management domain. The research
topics of different disciplines can be clearly expressed
by a research ontology.

The study on mining of text documents
discusses the most relevant mining techniques
developed in recent years. Concept-based mining model
consists of sentence-based concept analysis, documentbased concept analysis, corpus-based concept-analysis,
and concept-based similarity measure [4]. The objective
behind the concept-based analysis task is to achieve an
accurate analysis of concepts on the sentence,
document, and corpus levels rather than a single-term
analysis on the document only. A new concept based
mining model composed of four components, is
proposed to improve the text clustering quality. The
concept-based mining model can effectively
discriminate between non-important terms with respect
to sentence semantics and terms which hold the
concepts that represent the sentence meaning. This
method has drawback that it cannot work on web
documents [5].

B) Processing The

Research

Base Paper

With

Keyword Found.
To analyze each concept at the sentence level, a new
concept-based frequency measure, called the conceptual
term frequency is proposed. Sentence importance
assessment is one of the two key steps , which aims to
assign an importance score to each sentence in the

High Utility itemset Mining
Considering items quantities in transactions and their
individual importance, high utility itemset mining
(HUIM) received a considerable research attention [7].
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set
by projecting
process
using
algebraic
given paper. The score of each sentence will be used in
transformations.
In
this
paper,
we
addressed
the
the summarization process. In this study, we introduce a
problem
of
redundancy
in
high
utility
itemset
mining
by
few useful features and High utility item sets .Generate
proposing a lossless and compact representation named
group based on keyword search.
closed+ high utility itemsets
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